Let S be a ring and let R be a subring with the same 1. We say that the extension R C S is normalizing if there exist elements xi (i E I) in S such that:
(1) The elements xi (i E I) generate S as a left R-module.
(2) They normalize R in the sense that xiR = R.vi (I' E I),
The normalizing extension R C S is called$inite if S, viewed as a left R-module, is finitely generated or, equivalently, if the above set [xi / i ~1) can be chosen to be finite. Sormalizing extensions occur quite frequently. For example, if R * G denotes a crossed product of the group G over the ring R (see [3] for definitions), then the extension R C R * G is certainly normalizing. As a second example, observe that if S = R@,(R), then R C S is trivially a normalizing extension, since &5' has generators which commute with R. These latter extensions, which one might call centralizing extensions, have proved useful in the study of PI-algebras if B is a subdirect sum of d c: A a; '.' r+, A or, equivalently, if B projects onto each direct summand A. For example, A-I naturally embedded in AI,, as scalar matrices is a transversal, but as we will see there are certainly other transversals of interest.
The following theorem asserts that every element of M,,(A-l) is integral over each transversal. However, in order to properly state this, we must first consider the form of acceptable polynomials. Let R be a transversal in Af,,(.-1). If ar, L'l.J )..., 'Y,? E NJ=l), then a B-monomial in al , ~(a ,..., pi,, is a product in some order of the N,'s, each occurring finitely often, and of elements of B with at least one element of B occurring. Thus, for example, if b, , b, E B, then cur'bIa,D,~r is a B-monomial in ~r and N? but 01r3+01r is not. By the degree of any such monomial we will mean the total degree in the ai's. THEOREM 1. Let A be a ping withozlt 1 and let B be a transaersal in ~ll,~(_J). Then there exists an integer t > 1 depending only upon n such that for any a: 62 Mn(-+q, where $(a) is a sum of B-monomials in cy of degree less than t.
Proof. For each integer 1 < k < n let AFti denote the subring of M,(A) consisting of those matrices of the form ($ i) with * a block of size k. Observe that BM,(.4) C 111,(A) and Mk(A)B C M,(d). We show, by induction on k, that there exists an integer s = s(k) such that if a: E M,(A), then where $(a) is a sum of B-monomials in a: of degree less than s. The theorem will then follow with t = s(n). For notational convenience we will call the relation as -+(E) satisfied by 01 a manic polynomial over B of degree s.
We start with k =; 1, so that N = (: i) with a E A. Then since B is a transversal, there exists b E B with b = (i ,") and hence 01 satisfies 01~ -biu == 0. In particular, s( 1) = 2.
Suppose now that the result holds for the integer k < n and consider Since the latter expression is a manic polynomial in /3 of degree 2s and hence '1 manic polvnomial in 0: of degree s(k ~ 1) 3s(s :-I ), the induction step clearly follows with ~.s(/z)(s(/<) ?-I). As we observed earlier, this yields the result.
We remark again that the above proof is essentially due to l'ari: and Schelter [5] . In fact the onlv difference between the results here and in [5] is that here wc allow R to be any transversal rather than just the scalar matrices, and also we take care to obscr\-e that all the monomials of smaller degree which occur are IImonomials. As we see below, both of these additions are extremely useful.
We now apply the above result to finite normalizing ring extensions Ii C S mm~ C:l=, Rx, .-In ideal A of R is said to be normal if x,.4 = LL~, for all i 1 , 2,. , II 1 Thus for any normal ideal 3 of R, the right ideal &4S of S is actually a two-sided ideal. In particular, LAS is a subring without I of S containing ,-I and, in analrqq with our previous terminology, if s E .-IS we will speak of .-J-monomials in s and of the degree of such monomials. With this convention, ire have the folIowing consequence of Theorem I. is right multiplication by a E A. Now let s E AS be given. Since rlS is a two-sided ideal of S, we have .QS E AS, so sis = Cj aTjxj for suitable aij E A. Of course the elements ajj need not be uniquely determined. Let u = (uij) E MJA).
Then it follows easily as above that iff == (rr , ~a ,..., YJ EF, thenp? -= f"s. Hence we see that (T G T and that the endomorphism 6 of RS is right multiplication by s E S.
By Theorem 1, since B is a transversal, there exists an integer t > I depending only upon II such that where #J(U) is a sum of B-monomials in CT of degree less than t. Applying the ring homomorphism A to this relation and letting the resulting R-homomorphism in End(,S) act on 1 E S, we obtain a relation where (b(s) is a sum of monomials obtained from those in 4(u) by replacing G by s and each j3 E B by an appropriate a E -4. Thus 4(s) clearly has the desired form and the corollary is proved.
As a consequence, we can obtain a Lying Over Theorem for finite normalizing extensions. We first require a lemma which follows almost immediatelv from work of Amitsur [I] . However, instead of deriving this from [l], we will offer a brief self contained argument.
LEMMA 3. Let I be a nonzero right ideal of R which is nil of bounded degree. Then I contains a nonzero nilpotent right ideal of R.
Proof. If il is a subset of R and t > I is an integer, we let L4(t) = {at 1 a E '4).
By assumption, P = 0 for some integer Fz > 1 and hence P)1 = 0. Now choose t > 1 minimal such that there exists a nonzero right ideal NC I with N")N = 0. certainly t and AT exist and we show now that N2 = 0. This is clearly true if t = 1, so assume t ;:, 1.
First let a E N with a3N = 0. Then for all x E N, we have (ax + u)'X :-0. But a2N = 0 implies that (as + a)* = (ax)" + (a.t)f-la + (~x)~?z~ and we know that (~x)~N -= 0. Hence (ax)t-laN = 0 and we see that (aN)(tpl)(aN) = 0. By the minimality oft we conclude that ai\-m: 0. In other words, we have shown that, for a E N, a?N = 0 implies that aN = 0. But NC I, so N is a nil right ideal. Thus if b is any element of N, then certainly some power of b annihilates N on the left. Therefore the above implies easily that bN := 0 and we conclude that N? = 0. THEOREM 4. Let R C S = xi. 1 Rx, be ajinite normalizing extension and let LJ be a normal ideal of R. If -4 is semiprime, then AS n R = 9. Furthermore if A is prime, then there exists a prime ideal P of S with P n R = .-1.
Proof. Set I =-: =1S n R so that I is an ideal of R containing .-l. Let t ._. I be the integer given by Corollary 2 and let r E I. Then by that corollary, since I E dS, we know that rf :T= 4(r), where 4( ) r is a sum of .-l-monomials in r. By definition, each such A-monomial is a finite product whose factors are either equal to r or belong to ,-1 and where at least one factor from ,d must occur. Thus each such l-monomial in r belongs to ,-1 and hence rt = 4(q) E =I. We have therefore shown that, in the ring E : R/--l, the ideal I = l/A is nil of bounded degree t.
Since i? is a semiprime ring, by assumption on &-I, we conclude immediately from Lemma 3 that 1 =-0. Thus a4 1 I =~ A-1S n R. Finally suppose a-1 is a prime ideal of R. Since -45' n R = &4, we can apply Zorn's lemma to find an ideal P of S maximal with respect to the property that P n R = il. If J1 and Jz are ideals of S properly containing P, then Ji n R 2 A, so (Jl n R)(J, n RI P -4, since Z4 is prime. Thus J1 Jz n R q A, so J1 Jz Q P and P is a prime ideal of S.
We remark that, since normalizing extensions arc closed under homomorphic images, an appropriate Going Up Theorem is an immediate consequence of the above Lying Over Theorem.
We now consider crossed products S = R c G of the finite group G over the ring R (see [3] for appropriate definitions). In [3] , the relationship between the prime ideals of R * G and the G-prime ideals of R was studied in detail. In particular, it was shown that Lying Over [3, Lemma 1.11, Incomparability [3, Theorem 1.21, and Going Down [3, Theorem 1.31 hold for the extension R C R * G. Furthermore the primes of R * G lying over a given G-prime ideal of R were reasonably well described. Here we complete the picture by proving the relevant Going Up Theorem. THEOREM 5. Let R * G be a crossed product of the finite group G over the ring R. If A is a G-prime ideal of R and if P is a prime ideal of R * G with P r\ R C .4. then there exists a prime ideal Q of R * G with P C Q and Q n R = ;4.
Proof.
Let S = R * G and let r: S-t SIP denote the natural homomorphism. Then clearly Sn is a finite normalizing extension of RB with generators X" (X E G). Since A is G-invariant, we have %A = Ax for all x E G and hence -4" is certainly a normal ideal of R". Furthermore, since P n R C ;4 we have RV/An N R/A and thus we conclude from [3, Lemma 3.1(i)] that A-is a semiprime ideal. Theorem 4 applied to Rn C S-now yields AmSn n Rn = .4" and hence, by taking complete inverse images, we have (A * G + P) n R = A.
Thus we see that there exists an ideal I of R * G such that IX P and I n R = -4 and, by Zorn's lemma, we can choose Q to be an ideal of R * G maximal with respect to this property. Thus Q 3 P and Q n R = A. Furthermore, if J1 and Jz are ideals of R * G properly containing Q, then each Ji n R is a G-invariant ideal of R properly containing A so (J1 n R)(Jz n R) g A, since A is G-prime.
Thus J1 Jz n R q A so J1 Jz @Q and Q is a prime ideal of R * G. The result follows.
It is interesting to observe that the proof of Theorem 5 is really considerably more elementary than the work of [3] . Yet surprisingly the results of [3] , including the description of the primes of R * G, offer little help in dealing with the Going Up Problem. We close this paper by briefly commenting on a few applications of the above theorem.
In [3, Theorem 4 .41, the Going Down Theorem was used to show that the prime (or primitive) ranks of R and of R 4 G are equal. In fact, what was actually proved was that corresponding prime (or primitive) ideals of R and of R * G have the same height. In a similar manner, using the preceding Going Up Theorem, one can easily show that corresponding prime (or primitive) ideals of R and of R * G have the same depth. In particular, if P is a maximal ideal of R * G, then P n R = nseC gf, where Q is maximal in R.
As a second application, we note that crossed products of finite groups are frequently useful in handling finite index problems which occur in the study of ordinary group rings. Therefore each Pi n R is a G-stable ideal of R properly containing P n R. Note that Priv R/(P n R) is a Baire space by Farkas' theorem. Furthermore. P n R is a (GIN)-prime ideal of R and hence R/(P n R) is a semiprime ring by [3, 1,emma 3.11. Since R =--K[h'] is a Jacobson ring [4, C'orollary I .3], the latter implies that R/(P n R) is in fact semiprimitive. We may therefore apply a slight generalization of [2, Lemma 31 to conclude that there exists a primitive ideal TI) P n R of R not containing any of the ideals P, n R. The Going Cp Theorem (Theorem 5), applied to P and the (Gi?\J)-prime ideal IIrcC p of R, now yields the existence of a prime ideal 0 of S with 0 ZI P and Q n R ns.G TX. It follows from [3, Lemma 4.l(ii)] that Q is in fact primitive. Since 0 clearly does not contain any of the Pi , the result follows.
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